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Leverage Your Cooling Power
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mold a certain percentage of that energy (heat) must be removed before the parts can be ejected. Knowledge of polymer
thermal properties and rules of thumb allow us to predict the
amount of heat that must be removed from the parts before
ejection with reasonable accuracy.
We can think of the energy needed to cool the mold and parts
as “Cooling Power” (CP). Mathematically speaking, it is simply
CP = ΔT x Q x C
where ΔT is the change in coolant temperature flowing through
a cooling circuit, Q is the flow rate, and C is the heat capacity of
the coolant.
Without worrying about the details of the math, we can
readily see that Cooling Power costs money. There is the cost to
control the cooling-water temperature, the cost of pumping it,
the cost of a water-treatment plan, maintenance costs, and of
course the capital cost of all the equipment and plumbing.
Sometimes, Cooling Power is a scarce resource. The classic
example is adding more molding presses and plumbing, but no
additional pumping or cooling capacity.
With these facts in mind it is reasonable to suggest that
Cooling Power is a resource worthy of conservation, just the
same as resin, colorant, packaging, and the like. In this article
we will offer some ideas how to stretch your Cooling Power
and add to your bottom line.
Recalling the expression CP = ΔT x Q x C, we can examine
each variable to see how we might save energy:
1. C is the heat capacity of the coolant. For water, this
value is 1 Btu/lb-°F. We don’t have a good way to make this
value higher, but we can try to do no harm. For example,
molders sometimes use glycol-based antifreeze in solution
with water to allow lower chiller setpoints and a colder mold.
Adding glycol to water decreases the heat capacity and increases the viscosity of the coolant. The greater the percentage of glycol, the greater the effect. These effects result in
increased pumping cost compared with water. Additionally,
higher flow rates are required to achieve turbulence, possibly
taxing available pumping capacity.
In some cases, a colder mold works against part quality
requirements such as surface finish, warpage control, and
development of crystalline structures. Molders should carefully
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FIG. 1: As flow rate increases, the change in coolant temperature as it flows through the mold decreases. (Flowing
at higher speed, the coolant has less opportunity to pick
up heat from the mold.) The wattages shown are measures of the heat load, which correlates with shot size for
a given resin at a given melt temperature.
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Injection molding is fundamentally a process
that involves moving heat energy from place
to place. After hot plastic is injected into the
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FIG. 2: Flow rates higher than are necessary to produce turbulent flow are wasteful—they produce little additional cooling
but require significant extra pumping capacity, since flowrelated pressure losses increase with the square of flow rate.
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examine the economics of using glycol-water solutions and very
low mold temperatures, as is discussed further below.
2. ΔT is the change in coolant temperature as it flows
through a circuit. The temperature increase is influenced by
several factors. Heat input from the shot, diameter and length
of the circuit, circuit placement and condition, mold materials,
and coolant flow rate all play a part.
It is generally true that turbulent coolant flow results in relatively low values of ΔT in mold-cooling circuits. Figure 1 shows
values of ΔT per inch of circuit length vs. flow rate at three different heat input values. Heat input corresponds to shot size.
In Fig. 1, ΔT is shown for a 7/16-in. (0.44-in.) diam. x 22-in.long circuit with flow of 1 gpm and three relatively small shot sizes
(such as for small parts in an eight-cavity mold). The values of ΔT
for these shot sizes would be only 1.1-4.4° F. If we could make the
circuit longer we could squeeze more Cooling Power from every
gpm of coolant flow. But how can we stretch a cooling circuit?
We can nearly double the circuit length by looping a pair of
similar cooling circuits together. In fact, you might loop more
than two as long as it doesn’t cause excess mold-temperature
variation or too much pressure drop and flow reduction. Avoid
looping restrictive circuits with free-flowing ones, because the
restrictive circuit will control the flow rate. The takeaway: Don’t
be afraid to experiment with circuit looping. Carefully applied,
it can multiply your Cooling Power.
3. Q is the coolant flow rate in a circuit. It is well known that
turbulent flow increases the effectiveness of heat transfer in a
cooling circuit and is an important factor in achieving efficient
cooling. Turbulent flow depends on circuit diameter, coolant
flow rate, and coolant temperature (viscosity). Turbulence can be
predicted using available flow-measuring tools and published
charts. As flow is increased beyond the turbulent transition, the
potential heat-removal rate continues to increase but there is a
point of diminishing return.
Our studies show that if cooling circuits are properly sized,
increasing coolant flow to more than 1½-2 times the turbulent
rate yields very little additional reduction in steel temperatures,
(Fig. 2). Excess flow is costly since flow-related pressure losses
increase with the square of flow rate. These facts can help you
develop an efficient cooling setup and avoid excessive flow rates
and wasted Cooling Power.
A final topic to discuss in the context of Cooling Power is mold
temperature. One might assume that colder coolant is automatically better. Here are some reasons that might not be true:
•Lower temperature results in higher coolant viscosity,
whether it is water or a glycol-water solution. At a temperature
of 40 F a 10% glycol solution requires around 20% more flow to
achieve the same cooling capacity as water alone. Increasing the
antifreeze concentration to 20% requires about double the flow.
Figure 3 illustrates the effects of various concentrations of glycol
and reduced coolant temperature on viscosity.
•Increased flow uses more pumping capacity and causes
higher pressure losses throughout the piping system and molds.
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FIG. 3: Adding glycol to water increases its viscosity at any
temperature, and the viscosity of glycol-water mixes (and
even of plain water) increases as coolant temperature
decreases. Higher viscosity increases pumping horsepower
requirements. Bottom line: Lower coolant temperature
costs money, so don’t run molds any colder than is absolutely necessary. (Data courtesy of Nypro, Inc.)

Pumping horsepower requirements increase by the square of
flow-induced pressure loss.
•Unless a part is very thin, the cooling rate may be limited
by the part thickness and not the mold temperature. In such a
case low coolant and mold temperatures would provide little or
no benefit. Perhaps a mold can be run at a higher temperature
without an adverse effect on the cycle. This strategy can yield
savings in pumping capacity, energy cost, and possibly a partquality bonus.
Don’t be shy about experimentation with cooling parameters. Resin processing guides generally suggest a fairly broad
range of allowable mold temperatures. Use antifreeze and
very low temperatures only in specialized molding applications and when absolutely needed. Say yes to turbulence but
no to overkill.
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